
Determine whether each of the sentences is a fact or an

opinion.

Name :
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10) This desert is home to living beings like rabbits, snakes,

coyotes, eagles and hummingbirds.
fact opinion

9) The movie on the rise and fall of the mighty Roman 

Empire was very interesting.
opinionfact

7) The distance between the Earth and the Sun is 92.96 

million miles.
opinionfact

6) The food court is located on the !rst "oor of the 

building.
opinionfact

4) Guided tours to mountains are easier and more 

comfortable.
opinionfact

3) Wearing a jacket today is a good idea. opinionfact

There are over a hundred caves in Carlsbad Caverns

National Park.

2)
opinionfact

1) Abraham Lincoln was the 16th president of America. opinionfact

Facts or OpinionsFact
Opinion

opinionfact8) Bon!re parties in the countryside are more fun.

opinionfact
5) I think the hall has space enough to hold a gathering 

of !ve thousand people.



Determine whether each of the sentences is a fact or an

opinion.
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coyotes, eagles and hummingbirds.
fact opinion

9) The movie on the rise and fall of the mighty Roman 

Empire was very interesting.
opinionfact

7) The distance between the Earth and the Sun is 92.96 

million miles.
opinionfact

6) The food court is located on the !rst "oor of the 

building.
opinionfact

4) Guided tours to mountains are easier and more 

comfortable.
opinionfact

3) Wearing a jacket today is a good idea. opinionfact

There are over a hundred caves in Carlsbad Caverns

National Park.

2)
opinionfact

1) Abraham Lincoln was the 16th president of America. opinionfact

Facts or OpinionsFact
Opinion

opinionfact8) Bon!re parties in the countryside are more fun.

opinionfact
5) I think the hall has space enough to hold a gathering 

of !ve thousand people.


